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Cricket Australia (CA) schedule all international and domestic cricket matches each cricket season however
State/Territory Associations retain the right to nominate host venues for their home domestic matches
(including finals) and nominate venues for Underage National Championships. Nominated venues for Tier 2
matches must be fully briefed, observe and comply with the ‘Venue Guidelines for Australian Cricket’ as
outlined in this document.
This document outlines the guiding principles and provisions that relate to the host venue requirements of
Underage National Championships, Australian Country Cricket Championships (ACCC) and the National
Indigenous Cricket Championships (NICC).
In considering venues, a State/Territory Association must ensure that:
1. The match and competition is enhanced by being played at a venue that delivers conditions to benchmarked
standards and where possible exceeds them,
2. The participating players are afforded the opportunity to enhance their skills through playing on quality
wickets and outfields during the competition(s),
3. All facilities, including the pitch, outfield, infrastructure (temporary and permanent), ground, practice,
player privacy and appropriate available accommodation are acceptable.

To assist with the process of assessing venues for Underage National Championship, Underage National
Championships, Australian Country Cricket Championships and the National Indigenous Cricket
Championships hosting rights, checks have been included throughout this document. Failure to meet a
minimum standard, where an alternative solution, is not available may result in the fixture being scheduled at
an alternative venue which meets expectations.
Any venue proposed for use in a men’s or women’s interstate or international competition, irrespective of
being utilised in previous seasons, may be subject to a CA venue inspection to assess compliance with these
guidelines during each season.

Due to the varying nature of requirements for each individual fixture, Australian Cricket competitions have
been divided into four tiers:

-

Tier 1 – International Men’s Cricket Matches
Tier 2 – A Series, Tour Matches, Women’s International Series, Domestic One Day Cup, Sheffield
Shield
Tier 3 – Senior Pathway Tournaments
Tier 4 – Underage National Championships

This document should be used as a guide for the venue delivery standards for Tier 4 Matches as per the table
above. This document should supersede the Cricket Australia Community Cricket Facility Guidelines, when
being used to plan for any Tier 4 matches.
For Cricket Australia Matches, your Cricket Australia contact or relevant Functional Area contact will confirm
delivery requirements as appropriate to the proposed match and venue.
Reference should also be given to the relevant Cricket Australia Playing Conditions for minimum match
standards as they become available.
Please note: venue specific requirements as outlined in the CA official playing conditions shall supersede this
document.

Tier 4 Matches are Cricket Australia owned matches, managed by Cricket Australia with the support of the
host State/Territory Association staff.
Cricket Australia will be guided by State and Territory Associations in initial contact with Venues according to
existing protocols and relationships. Cricket Australia will then work with Venues to establish the terms of
venue use and operational responsibility for Tier 4 matches to confirm host venues. Venue Hire Agreements
will be drafted from these arrangements.
The host State/Territory Association Coordinator of each championship should be in attendance at all times.
Cricket Australia works with State and Territory Association Staff and Venue Staff/Volunteers to deliver Tier 4
matches.
Representatives from Cricket Australia, State/Territory Association and the Venue should be in attendance for
the delivery of each match.

Definition of a suitable wicket block and pitch:
Wicket Block:
Wicket block has an even grass covering and the run ups are even and dry.
Match Wicket: The pitch must appear flat with an even layer of grass and no bare patches. A good pitch
should provide consistent pace and bounce throughout the entirety of the match.
Outfield:
Must be well grassed and cut to a short and even length with no bare patches. If dangerous
holes and undulations in the outfield exist, these should be addressed so that the playing
surface is level. Care should be taken to ensure are no excess grass clippings on the field of
play.
It is the responsibility of the host association to work with the curators and ground staff at all Tier 4 match
venues to ensure the preparation of outfields and wicket blocks are of a suitable standard.
From time-to-time CA may elect to engage a consultant curator to assist with this process.
Appendix 2, Pitch and Ground Preparation Template, is a checklist for ground staff in their planning and
preparation for all Tier 4 Matches. While not all equipment is compulsory for Tier 4 Matches, Ground Staff
should provide an indication of what is available.
All pitches and grounds used for Tier 4 matches will be rated as part of the post-match meeting process with
the captains of each team and umpires and submitted to CA for review.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

The match pitch area is to be well grassed and flat. It is preferable that the match pitch has at least one pitch
either side.

The number of match pitches prepared will vary depending on the schedule of the Championships.
A minimum of 2 turf or well-maintained synthetic practice wickets should be available at each match venue.
For practice turf and/or synthetic pitches, appropriate practice netting must be provided to maximize the
protection offered to players and there must be appropriate protective fencing between the practice nets
and any viewing/spectator area. As a guide, protective nets should be at least 16m long.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

At all matches; the pitch shall be entirely protected against rain up to the commencement of play and for the
duration of the period of the match.
It is expected that Oval Managers/Curators will use common sense and local knowledge to determine the
number of days before the commencement of the match in which the pitch area is to be covered and
protected against the elements. The participating teams will be expected to help with the removal and
covering of the wicket and wicket block.
The pitch area shall be wholly covered at the termination of each day’s play or, providing the weather is fine,
within a period of two hours thereafter.
The covers must totally protect the entire pitch square (wicket block) and surrounds.
Where turf practice wickets are made available, appropriate covers should be used.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

As a guide only, the playing arena should conform to the boundary dimensions specified in the playing
conditions of each competition and provide a flat and well-grassed surface, free of any undulations.
Grass should be cut at a short and even length. Care should be taken to ensure there is no excess grass
clipping on the field of play.
If a State/Territory association wishes to schedule a match at a venue with dimensions smaller than the
minimum boundaries specified in the Playing Conditions, Cricket Australia must be consulted for approval.
The Playing Field boundary shall be clearly marked in a continuous line, preferably with a rope. The boundary
should be a minimum distance of 3 yards (2.74 meters) as per the relevant playing conditions. However,
Cricket Australia recommends a minimum distance between of 4m between the boundary rope and the
nearest solid object, for example;
 Perimeter fence or guttering
 Sightscreen
 Marquees




Eskies
Photographer(s)

A rope or hose that can be safely secured to the surface may be used. Any fixed or protruding objects that
could cause injury to players, officials or spectators must not be used. All pegs used to secure the boundary
rope must be fully inserted into the ground to ensure that a finger cannot fit between the rope and the peg.
Thin Wire pegs (easily purchased from Bunnings Warehouse) are ideal for this purpose, and preferred over
the traditional thicker tent pegs. As seen in Figure 2.





If the dimensions of a venue provide a large distance between a perimeter fence and the boundary rope, the
host association may choose to allow spectators to position themselves on the grass, but only on the express
condition that there is a physical barrier set up at least 3 meters beyond the boundary rope.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Where possible the playing field should be completely fenced and the fence constructed of timber, steel,
plastic or aluminum.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Adequate sight screens measuring a minimum of 6m x 6m are to be provided at both ends if the sight screens
are moveable. Sight screens to be easily moveable so that width extremes can be covered and located at least

3m outside the boundary line. If the sightscreens are not moveable they must cover the extreme widths of
the bowlers arm.
In the instance of one day or T20 matches played using a white ball it will be necessary for the venue to be
able to provide black covering for the sight screens. The covering must be taut to avoid movement by wind
during the match, and have some perforation to allow air to pass through.
Consideration should be given to spectator movement around sightscreens.
If the sightscreens are moveable the participating teams will be expected to ensure the movement of
sightscreens as required throughout each match.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

The venue is to provide a manual or electronic scoreboard of high quality that is viewable from the team
viewing area and capable of showing as a minimum the following detail:

-

-

If an electronic scoreboard is being used, trained operators are to be engaged and a suitable manual back up
scoreboard must be available.
In the event of a final being played at a larger venue, the scoreboard operators will need to have a method of
communicating with the scorers if the scoreboard is situated away from the scorer’s room

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

The following equipment is to be provided at the facility.
Availability to be indicated in Appendix 2, CA Ground and Pitch Preparation Template.

The following rollers should be on hand for rolling during preparation and between innings (at the request of
the fielding captain) or during a match
 Light Roller. Hand Propelled. 5 to 10cwt = (560 lbs to 1120 lbs) or (254 kg to 508kgs)
 Medium Roller. Hand or Motorised. 15cwt to 1ton = (1680 lbs to 2240 lbs) or (762 kg to 1016 kgs or
1 tonne)

An Outfield mower, equipped with grass catcher, which is capable of mowing the outfield prior to player
warm-ups on match days, is required.

The following Pitch marking equipment (or equivalent to adequately prepare pitch and ground) should be on
hand and considered for all Tier 4 matches:
 Pitch marking frame
 Long tape measure (100 feet – 33.33 yards – 30.48 meters)
 A white line marker
 String lines
 Aluminium strait edge bar (10 feet- 304.8 cm).
 Discs for 30 yard (27.5m) and 15 yard (13.72) circles.
 Wheel Barrow, shovel, stiff broom, sawdust.
 Fully equipped tool box for maintenance and setting of mowers and machinery.
 Fuel and lubricants for machinery.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Cricket balls as approved by Cricket Australia and specified in the Playing Conditions from year to year shall be
used in all matches. Cricket Australia will provide all new and replacement balls for Tier 4 fixtures.
Cricket Australia will provide stumps, commercially branded should they be required. All stumps will remain
the property of CA.

The following are to be provided as a minimum to both players and match officials.

Two (2) separate change rooms to accommodate the home and visiting teams (one each), each with a
minimum of 70 m², providing the following:
 Lockable change room
 bench seating & hooks to accommodate 16 people
 Refrigerator or suitable “esky” with ice
 Adequate supply of toilet paper
 Sanitary bins (Underage National Female Championships, ACCC, NICC)
 1 x sit-down toilet (Underage National Male Championships, ACCC, NICC)
 2 x sit-down toilets (Underage National Female Championships, ACCC, NICC)
 3 showers
 Air-conditioning facilities or portable industrial fans (dependant on annual weather conditions)
Preferred
 Ice baths or equivalent safe to use facilities for cold water immersion

Ideally the venue shall have an enclosed space in the change room or alternatively in an adjoining room with
a minimum area of 10 m² to accommodate the team physiotherapist.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

One (1) change room to accommodate umpires and officials, with a minimum area of 12 m², providing the
following:
 Bench seating & hooks to accommodate 4 people
 Lockable change room
 Refrigerator or suitable “esky” with ice
 Table
 1 sit-down toilet
 1 shower

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Provision of an exclusive unimpeded view of the playing field that is secure from spectators/patrons, is to be
provided for each team.
Each area is to accommodate a minimum of 16 persons at any one time and have a clear view of the
scoreboard or be in close proximity to the scoreboard for easy updating.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

The facility is to provide an exclusive area for dining to accommodate the home and visiting teams as well as
officials/umpires.
This facility should prepare to cater for up to 50 people with sit-down facilities made available to teams and
officials.
Each venue will be supplied a copy of the relevant “CA Dietary Guidelines” prior to the commencement of
matches that must be adhered to by the host venue. CA will also advise of player allergies and special dietary
information where required, please note that all proposed menus will be subject to CA’s approval.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Provision of a room with a minimum area of 6m² with an uninterrupted view of the playing field is to be
provided to accommodate the two (2) official scorers.
Room to provide:
 4 x power points
 Air-conditioning or suitable fan
 Table/bench
 Chairs
 Telephone (access to scoreboard & control room) – Larger Finals Venues only
 Signal light
 Access to internet or Wi-Fi capability
 Duckworth Lewis Stern computer with current CODA program and printer
 Access to tea and coffee facilities

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

The venue should have a room, that is private and in close proximity to the players change rooms to
accommodate up to 6 people for Code of Behavior hearings.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

A list of wireless broadband networks that are accessible within the venue should be provided to those
working at the match.
If there is no existing or accessible Wi-Fi Networks, CA will work with the State/Territory Association to ensure
that those working at the venue (Scorers, Team Managers, Venue Managers and Competition Management
Team) can access the internet and use mobile phones.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Cricket Australia has strict safety and security controls that are implemented pre, post and during all matches
played at major cricket venues in Australia. For all venues the following minimum standard criteria is
required:


Prohibition of items that can be carried by spectators into the venue that can be used as missiles and
are considered dangerous to players and the public; i.e. firearms, weapons, cans, glass bottles and
fireworks.








Prohibition of alcohol being brought into the venue by spectators.
No spectator access to field of play at any time.
No access to playing area at any time except during scheduled breaks after the players have left the
playing area and provided that the playing area is vacated prior to the players re-appearing and
authorised interval entertainment.
The players’ dressing room and viewing areas shall be out of bounds to spectators at all times when
occupied by the players.
The player practice areas are out of bounds to all spectators.

The host State/Territory Association, through the local Club/Association, will be responsible for ensuring
there are sufficient security personnel or adequately trained volunteers engaged to police these
requirements.
If there is alcohol being sold, it is the host venue’s responsibility to ensure that all Responsible Service of
Alcohol (RSA) requirements are adhered to.
Participating teams that wish to leave playing gear in the venue’s change rooms will do so at their own risk
and with expressed consent of the host venue only.
All emergency procedures must be shared by the host venue with both CA and the Host State Association.
Minimum requirements expected to be shared include (Please also see appendix 3 – Emergency Plan
Template):
 Evacuation procedures
 Map outlining evacuation points
 Relevant organisation charts
 Local Emergency Services details
 Certificate of Currency – Public Liability Insurance Statement to the value of $20 million.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Each State Association in conjunction with the Host Venue must ensure:
All temporary and/or permanent infrastructures are constructed to required specifications and Australian or
International Standards by appropriately accredited 3rd party suppliers. This includes but is not limited to
marquees, temporary grandstands/shade sails, scaffolding (for cameras etc), demountable.
All 3rd party suppliers have gone through the appropriate vendor selection criteria and have their own Public
Liability and Professional Indemnity (where appropriate) insurance policies. Safe work method statements
(SWMS) and Certificate of Currency must be held for all activations, infrastructure and 3rd party suppliers.
Where electrical equipment/connection is required all items must have been appropriately tagged and tested
within the last 6 months. An emergency procedure must be in place for the venue in the event of a bomb
scare, fire or other security emergency medical service provision must be compliant with the levels specified
in the Australian Cricket Medical Services & Equipment Matrix (please see section 11 detailing medical matrix
and requirements)..
All state/local legislation is adhered to with regards to hosting public events for example – Responsible
Service of Alcohol (RSA), Liquor Licencing, Safe food handling procedures, Council Permissions, etc.

Risk Management
Appendix 1 contains the Match Day Risk Management Checklist. This should be considered during Event
Planning and completed prior to each match as per the direction at the end of the form.
If any concerns become apparent, best endeavors must be made to mitigate risks and the Event/ Tournament
Director should be kept informed what has happened. If the concern remains, Cricket Australia’s Risk Team
will be called on for advice.

All staff/volunteers engaged by Venues and State Associations in relation to the hosting of a Cricket Australia
event must comply with State Government regulations in relation to the completion of Working with Children
Check prior to the event.

Venue will comply with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

As a minimum requirement for hosting Tier 4 matches, Cricket Australia are responsible for providing a video
camera behind the wicket at one end. This will be elevated above the sight screen, to provide video footage
from behind the bowler for software capture by the performance analyst.

As a measure of safe practice and to ensure the best quality of broadcast, the following guidelines should be
followed for the installation of scaffolding at Cricket Australia matches.
Scaffold Installation Requirements
Scaffold to be:
- Scaffold to be erected above the sightscreen or to a minimum of 6.5m above the level of the wicket
block, whichever is higher, and in line with the match wicket behind the sightscreens line of
movement
- Scaffold platform sized as per the requirements of the user (generally 2m x 2m for one camera)
- Scaffold to include a 1m safety rail around the top platform
- Scaffold to be appropriately secured to a fixed object (e.g. sightscreen) OR weights as per the image
below
- Scaffold to have stairs at the rear of the structure
- Scaffold to have a lockable door/gate at the entrance to the stairs (or ability to lock with a padlock)
- All scaffolds must be installed by an accredited provider and certification of the structure must be
displayed with an accredited safety tag attached to scaffold.
Further details on Scaffold Inspections and Handovers can be found at
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/SWA/about/Publications/Documents/865/Guidescaffold-inspection-maintenance.pdf ..

Venue Standards when scaffolding is installed
- An exclusion zone should be established around the structure for the duration of the event as
appropriate
Important Note:

Storms with strong winds or even strong winds when it is fine and sunny can be hazardous for lightweight
scaffolding. Scaffolds must be securely weighted down at all times.

In some circumstances, it may be necessary for a scissor lift to be used for performance analysis purposes.
Operators of any scissor lifts must hold an Elevating Work Platform Association (EWPA) yellow card and be
instructed in the CA standard operating procedure (please see Appendix 4).

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Host Venues should where possible be commercially clean.
If commercial signage is in place, photographs and position descriptions of signage must be provided for
consideration of the CA Commercial Team. Any signs that conflict with existing CA commercial partners will
need to be removed or covered for the duration of the Underage National Championship or event that these
guidelines are being applied to.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

The venue is to provide the following appropriate parking for players and officials on site or near the venue:




Team and Match Official transport vehicles – 7 x 8 seater vans.
Cars – 20
Public

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Teams and Match Official Medical Minimum Standards are as follows however will be subject to a review
during the 2015 off season.
































A dedicated space for Medical Staff should be identified and made available.
Hospitals should be located in close proximity to the venue within (within a 45 minute drive) and must
provide a 24 hour service.

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

Venue complies with CA’s guidelines as listed above?
Yes
Partially

No

For details pertaining to financial arrangements for matches and playing conditions please refer to other
appropriate documentation provided by Cricket Australia which include but are not limited to
-

Venue Agreements (to be completed following confirmation of venues)
Cricket Australia Playing Conditions (revised following each season)

For use at Tier 2-3-4 matches
Guidance
This checklist is a basic pre-game or pre-training inspection tool that helps to identify safety concerns and
record your actions to manage them. It considers factors such as the weather, venue infrastructure
(permanent and temporary), fire safety, traffic management, the field of play, sightscreens and broadcast
positions.
This checklist is designed for use at Tier 2-3-4 matches.

Duty of Care
Match/tournament organisers such as Cricket Australia or the State/Territory Cricket Associations owe a duty
of care to players, spectators, staff and volunteers to provide a safe environment for the match to occur. As
well as helping to identify hazards which can then be managed as necessary, performing the checks included
in this checklist puts the match/tournament organiser in a strong position to demonstrate that it has satisfied
its duty of care.
Should an incident occur and a claim be made against the match/tournament organiser, this completed
checklist may also assist in the defence of the claim and any associated legal action.
When should the checklist be completed?
The checklist should be completed before the commencement of any cricket activity for the day’s play. This
means prior to any players taking the field for warm-up, and certainly well before play commences. It can also
be used prior to training sessions. If conditions change during a match, the checklist should be reviewed again
and further action taken if necessary.
How should the checklist be completed?
Australian Cricket uses the iAuditor smartphone app and web-based checklist service to complete the
Matchday Risk & Safety Checklist. CA and STCA employees are provided with a dedicated subscription to the
service, while casual/contracted match/tournament organisers are provided with a generic CA email address
by which they can access iAuditor. The checklist is accessible in the “Templates” section of the app.
The smartphone app may be downloaded from the Apple App Store or Google Play.

If the match/tournament organiser does not have access to a smartphone, this paper copy can be used
instead.
Completed checklists
Completed checklists are referred to as “Audits” by iAuditor, and will be automatically saved inside iAuditor
once the user selects “Mark as Complete” at the end of the checklist. This allows CA’s Tournament
Operations team to monitor completion rates of checklists and analyse any emerging trends from identified
issues.
For further information on using iAuditor or the checklist, in the first instance please contact CA’s
Tournament Operations team. If they are unavailable, please contact Ash Hepburn in CA’s Risk team
(ashley.hepburn@cricket.com.au).
Completed and signed paper checklists are to be emailed to Jason Inglis at CA (jason.inglis@cricket.com.au)
as well as Sarah Harris (Sarah.harris@cricket.com.au) at CA for NICC and ACCC.
Australian Cricket Match Day Risk & Safety Checklist
Venue:
Date of Inspection:
Home Team/Team 1:

Game/Training:
Time of Inspection:
Away Team/Team 2:

1. Weather Conditions
When assessing the weather conditions, consider extreme heat, rain, thunderstorms and lightning, and hail.
Session times may need to be altered to allow for unsafe weather. Further information is available in a
variety of CA policies, such as the Extreme Heat guidelines and Sunsmart policy.
1.1. Have you checked the Bureau of Meteorology’s forecast for the day?
☐Yes ☐ No
1.2. Are the weather conditions satisfactory for play to commence?
☐Yes ☐ No
2. Field of Play
When considering the safety and suitability of the playing surface, be aware of any other use of the venue in
the preceding week, such as concerts or other sporting matches (e.g. conversion of ground from AFL or NRL
setup to cricket). These other uses can introduce new hazards to a cricket venue that may not be cleared
before your match.
2.1.
Are the playing surfaces (including the outfield and pitch) satisfactory for
☐Yes ☐ No
play to commence?
2.2.
Has the wicket square been fully enclosed by the covers to prevent areas at
☐Yes ☐ No
the side from becoming slippery if it has been raining?
2.3.
Has all visible debris been removed?
☐Yes ☐ No
2.4.
Have all pegs from signage banners (e.g. feather banners or A-frame
☐Yes ☐ No
banners) or from player hit-up nets been removed?
2.5.
Are signage mats free from visible hazards, and pegs securing them are not
☐Yes ☐ No
protruding from the surface (where applicable)?
2.6.
Are all sprinkler covers intact and level with the playing field?
☐Yes ☐ No
2.7.
Are perimeter fences and signs free from visible hazards?
☐Yes ☐ No
2.8.
Are all emergency egress gates onto the field of play in working order and
☐Yes ☐ No
clear of hazards?
2.9.
Are access points to the field of play for medical staff or ambulances (if
☐Yes ☐ No
applicable) free from hazards (e.g. gates unlocked, clear of other vehicles or
curator equipment)?
2.10. Are all boundary markers (lines, ropes, hats etc.) at least 4 metres from any
☐Yes ☐ No
off-field hazards including fencing, sightscreens, concrete perimeters,
trees, drains or other solid structures which may cause injuries to fielders?
Consider positioning of boundary eskies and distance from the rope. Where
available, have esky pads been used?
2.11. Are all boundary rope pegs securely pegged around the rope, allowing no
☐Yes ☐ No
gap between rope and peg? (Fielders can seriously injure their fingers if
caught between rope and peg) Pegs should ideally be of a similar thickness
to wire coat hangers.
2.12. Are the game formats and ground markings in line with the relevant CA
☐Yes ☐ No
Playing Conditions? (e.g. regulation length & width of pitch, regulation

stumps and bails, regulation balls, regulation location and size of fielding
circle, regulation session times)

3.

4.

Facilities
3.1. Are public areas free of visible hazards? (e.g. grandstand and other seating,
public walkways) Consider collapsed seats, protruding wires, broken windows,
damaged steps, steps without handrails.
3.2.
Are the players’ areas clean, hygienic and free from visible hazards? (e.g.
change rooms, player walkways to field of play)
Consider clean dry floors, no equipment stored in walkways, no medical
concerns – blood spills, needles, medical supplies stored safely)
3.3. Are players’ viewing areas (including dugouts if relevant) clean and free from
visible hazards?
3.4. Is medical service provision compliant with the requirements detailed in the
Medical Service Provision Matrix?
3.5. At venues where there is no venue infrastructure such as grandstands or
other players’ areas, are there shaded areas, sunscreen and clean drinking
water available to Players and Match Officials?
3.6. Are walkways free of cables and other trip hazards?
3.7. Are all venue emergency exit routes clear of hazards?
3.8. Are all emergency exit doorways unlocked
3.9. If spectators are permitted to bring dogs to the venue, is there separately
marked area for dog owners to sit in? Dog owners must be clearly instructed
through signage to clean up after their dogs
and to ensure the dog remains under effective control at all times.
Fire Safety
4.1. Does the venue have fire extinguishers available, including in kitchens or food
preparation areas?
4.2. Are all extinguishers’ locking pins intact and tamper seals unbroken?
Check for obvious physical damage, leakage or clogged nozzle
4.3. Confirm all pressure gauges or indicators are in the operable position.
4.4. Check the last professional service date on the yellow tag.
The inspection frequency requirement varies by state but is usually every six
months.

☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No

☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No

☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No

5. Scaffolding/Elevated Work Platforms
At certain venues, temporary scaffolding may be required for the performance analyst or for camera
positions for broadcast or live streaming. It is important that any scaffolding is erected safely and securely
fixed down.
5.1.
Was scaffolding erected by a professional scaffolding company?
☐Yes ☐ No
5.2.
Is there a 1m safety rail around the top platform?
☐Yes ☐ No
5.3.
Is the scaffolding securely weighted down or attached to a fixed object,
☐Yes ☐ No
such as permanent fence or grandstand?
5.4.
Does the scaffolding have stairs at the rear for access?
☐Yes ☐ No
5.5.
Is there a safety tag attached to the scaffolding confirming its structural
☐Yes ☐ No
integrity?
5.6.
Is there a lockable door/gate at the rear of the scaffolding?
☐Yes ☐ No
5.7.
Is there a scissor lift or other elevated work platform in operation? If so, is
☐Yes ☐ No
the user trained in operation of the equipment?
6. Other temporary structures
At certain venues there may be other temporary structures such as demountables, temporary stairs or
portable toilets.
6.1.
Are all temporary structures fixed securely in place?
☐Yes ☐ No

6.2.
6.3.

7.

8.

9.

Are all temporary structures free from visible hazards?
Is there a safety certification tag attached to all temporary structures
confirming their structural integrity?

Broadcast/Live Streaming
7.1.
Are cable trays being used in walkways?
7.2.
Are cables otherwise tidy and not creating trip hazards?
7.3.
Are equipment cases stored properly and not creating trip hazards?
Sightscreens
8.1.
Are sightscreens securely fixed in place?
Poorly secured sightscreens can blow over in strong wind (NB: this refers to
the base structure of a sightscreen, not any parts moveable for over/around
the wicket bowling).
8.2.
Are there sufficient personnel to move the sightscreens safely?
Sightscreens can be heavy, and manual handling injuries can occur if they
are not moved safely
Traffic management
9.1.
Are vehicle entry and exit points clearly marked?
9.2.
Are vehicle traffic routes separated from pedestrian areas, where possible?
This might include the use of marked pedestrian walkways, bollards,
guardrails, elevated walkways or temporary physical barriers
9.3.
If not, is there appropriate signage in place marking out traffic routes and
reminded drivers to drive safely and slowly?
9.4.
Is there disabled parking available close to venue access points?

☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No

☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No

☐Yes ☐ No

☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No
☐Yes ☐ No

10. Other hazards or risks
Are there any other hazards or risks to be noted and managed? Certain venues have unique infrastructure
challenges, such as the velodromes around the boundary at Hurstville in Sydney and New Town in Hobart.

11. Actions Required section
If any of the above sections are ticked NO, please provide details of actions taken to address the safety
concerns and reduce risk.

12. Declarations
 I declare that I am an authorised Australian Cricket representative.
 I declare that after reasonable enquiry, the following statements are true and correct:
o the above inspection (CA Match day Risk & Safety Checklist) was completed as per the
above date and time

o
o

all hazards, risks and safety concerns have been addressed to an acceptable level and
recorded on this form (section 9 above).
all teams playing are satisfied that the playing conditions are acceptable prior to the
commencement of play.

Signed:
Name:
Position:
Date:
On completion of this form, please ensure:
- a signed, scanned copy is emailed to the Cricket Australia Tournament Director
- the signed original is stored locally by the host organisation

SERIES/ MATCH: _____________________________________________________________________
OVAL NAME, LOCATION:__________________________________________________________
MATCH DATE/S:_____________________________________________________________________
PITCH AND GROUND INFORMATION
Boundary Measurements (in all directions)

N

Number of wickets in the square: __________________________________
Wicket Allocation: _______________________________________________
Pitch Watering Plan from 10 days out
DATE

Plan

Outfield Watering Plan
DATE
PLAN

PITCH AND GROUND INFORMATION
Pitch Equipment
Equipment
Pitch Marking Frame
Aluminum Straight Edge Bar (304.8cm) Long Tape
Measure
White Line Marker String lines
Discs/Paint for 30 yard and 15 yard circles Wheel
Barrow, Shovel and Stiff Broom
Pitch and Square Coverings
Equipment
Water Proof Covers in good condition (Whole Square)
Run Up covers (10m x 10m from the stumps)
Hessian or similar absorbent material Separate covers
for practice wickets Storage of covers during the match
Movement plan for covers if required during the match
Grounds Equipment
Equipment
Brush / Sweeping Unit
Cover Condition
Super Sopper or equivalent Tractor
Drainage (absorption and discharge levels -100mm/hour)
Rollers (Light 254-508kg; Medium 762-1016kg; Heavy
2032-3048kg) Irrigation (Underground or travelling
irrigation)
Water source - ability to turn off Hose pipes / Spray
Heads Sawdust / Grass clippings Outfield mower
Sufficient fuel Trailer

Yes
Yes

Availability
No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

Availability
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Availability
No
No
No
No
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Ground Maintenance History (Approx.)
Process
Scarifying Aerofication Fertilizer

History/Notes

Pesticides, Fungicides, Weed Killers

Staffing Details:
NAME

Notes

TITLE

DATE

NOTE

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PLAN

INSERT VENUE MAP HERE:
Indicating evacuation points and other points of note.

Organisation Name

Contact

Title Phone number

ALL
State Emergency Services
(SES)
Police
Fire
Ambulance
Match Manager

-

-

000
[(Area code) Number]

Contact

Title

[(Area code) Number]
[(Area code) Number]
[(Area code) Number]
Phone number

Venue Manager
CA Tournament Director
CA SSSM Manager
CA Risk Analyst

-

-

000
[(Area code) Number]
[(Area code) Number]
[(Area code) Number]
[(Area code) Number]

Team Physio
Team Physio
Medic details
Other Contacts

Standard Operating Procedure – Scissor Lift
1.

PURPOSE

2.

The purpose of this procedure is to ensure safe operation of scissor lifts.
SCOPE

3.

This procedure applies to all personnel operating a scissor lift on Cricket Australia premises or work
sites.
QUALIFICATIONS LICENCES PERMITS
DO NOT OPERATE THIS EQUIPMENT UNLESS YOU ARE AUTHORISED

4.

ACCOUNTABILITIES
 Site Supervisor
 Instructing personnel in this safe work instruction
 Enforcing safe work practices
 Ensuring vehicle is maintained and faults reported
 Plant Operators
 Conducting pre operational inspections
 Operating vehicle in a safe manner in accordance with this work instruction

5.

PROCEDURE
6.1

Pre-Start Checks










6.2

Set Up




6.3

Operating the
Scissor Lift








Complete the pre-start checklist prior to use
Ensure the battery is fully charged
Check liquid levels, oil, hydraulic fluid, coolant etc and top up
if levels are low
Check for damage on frame and guardrails
Check cables leading to controls are in good condition and
labels are present.
Ensure emergency stop buttons and lowering valves are
operational
Check tyres and wheels for damage and proper inflation.
Never drive with a flat or under inflated tyre.
Faulty equipment must not be used. Report any faults
immediately
Ensure the unit is on level surface or is levelled with
outriggers if working on uneven surfaces before raising
platform.
Be aware of environmental conditions. Do not work in high
wind, wet or electrical storm conditions.
Check above for any overhead hazards such as powerlines.
Enter and exit the platform only when it is fully lowered and
through the intended access point/gate.
Ensure entry chain or gate is closed after entering the
platform.
Do not lean out over rails of platform when working at
heights.
Do not stand or sit on guardrails.
Do not allow more than one person on a lift.





6.4

Travel





6.5

Pedestrian
Management

6.6

Post Operation







Do not exceed rated load. This includes the tools, equipment
and person on the platform.
Ensure the load weight is evenly distributed on the platform.
Ensure all tools and materials are secured to the platform
and cannot be dropped over the side.
If fitted depress ‘Dead Man’ button to prevent movement of
machine
Check travel path is clear of obstructions and uneven
surfaces
Always move the scissor lift in the lowered positon, even over
short distances, to enable the operator to have clear line of
sight.
Reduce speed when traversing corners, rough surfaces or
where visibility is restricted.
Keep body fully within confines of platform when travelling.
Establish exclusion zones using bollards and witches hats to
ensure ground personnel are not around or under the raised
platform.
Fully lower the lift.
Turn the base key to the off position and remove

APPROVALS AND AGREEMENT
NAME
Developed by:
Vicki Pryse
WHS Manager

SIGNATURE

DATE

OPERATOR AGREEMENT
I have read and understood this Safe Work Instruction.
I agree to follow this instruction at all times and to refer any safety issues to my supervisor.
NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE

Incident Reporting Form
Use this form to report any workplace accident, injury, incident, close call or illness.
Return completed form to the Operations Supervisor, or Management.
This is documenting an:

Lost Time/Injury

First Aid

Incident

Close Call

Observation

Details of person injured or involved (to be filled in by person injured / involved if possible)
Person Completing Report:_____________________

Date:____________________

Person(s) Involved:______________________________________________________
Equipment:____________________________________________________________
Incident Details
Date of Incident:_____________________ Location of Event:______________________
Time of Event:_____________________ Witnesses:___________________________
Description of Events (Describe tasks being performed and sequence of events):
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
*If more space is required please use the back of this sheet
Was event / injury caused by an unsafe act (activity or movement) or an unsafe condition
(equipment or weather)? Please explain:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

TO BE COMPLETED ONLY IF LOST TIME/INJURY OR FIRST AID WAS REQUIRED
Type of injury sustained:
Cause of lost time/ injury or
first aid:
Was medical treatment
necessary?

Yes_____ No_____
If yes, name of hospital or physician:

Signature of Employee:_____________________________ Date:__________________
Signature of Supervisor:____________________________ Date:__________________

